year more and more houses of artistic and historic value are Confusion demolished. Factories are springing up along the new roads, and followed by rows of cheap villas put up rapidly by specula- impotence tive builders, joining London to Slough, Uxbridge and Kingston, bringing more millions to an already over-swollen capital. The pioneer example of garden cities is ignored. Unplanned suburbs, large as towns, swarming with cheap houses, a mean agglomeration of brick and unseasoned timber, with no centres of recreation, no libraries, without squares and parks, are preparing future slums. Not on hoardings only, but in every available space crude advertisements are plastered, across railway bridges, on the sides of houses. * Each time I pass the north side of St. George's Hospital it vexes me to see the crude posters there which disgrace Hyde Park Corner. I got into touch with Lord Greville, who is Honorary Treasurer to the hospital. He regretted the posters, but explained that they bring an important sum each year to the hospital funds. At least they could be shown so as to deface less flagrantly one of the finest sites in London. The Royal Fine Art Commission submitted a project for an architectural framework on which the posters could be displayed in a more seemly way. But nothing has been done. And since the Commission has no executive powers this needless disfigurement of Hyde Park Corner remains.
There are laws and bye-laws made by Parliament, County and District Councils, but one sees confusion grow. In despair, a Council for the Preservation of Rural England, a National Trust, a Scapa Society are created to effect what they can where public policy lags.
As long ago as 1870 Verlaine described London as 'cette incroyable ville... immense, bien qu'au fond die ne soit qu'un ramassis de pethes villes, cancanieres, rivales, laides et plates; sans monuments aucuns, sauf ses interminables docks'. We, at last, were privileged, since we had a foothold in the least spoiled county in England and in one of its quietest corners. Whenever'we could get away from London we spent many days there; and again an urge to build came on

